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arme À double tranchant, exprime le sens et fait dé
railler 1 'intellection; elle signifie et défigure, porte 
le sens et empêche de penser.
Music is the silence of words, ¡usl as poetry is the silence 
of prose.... Singing does away with saying; singing Is 
a wayofstayingmuml... Speech links human beings 
to each other but, through falsehood, isolates them

These are places, he replied.
The palm of the hand is a place.
So is the mouth; so is the eye; so is the mind.

Give us places, said the gods.
She made a cow, a horse, a goose, a human being.
Wait, said the gods, we asked for places.

Hunger and thirst said, 
Where is our place ? 
She answered, Sit beside the gods.

inj and rum understanding p/f the rails; it signifies 
and disfigures, doaks itself in meaning and stands in 
thinking's way.

What is whole has no face. What 
is apart from the whole has no body.

Yet somehow it is, and it is

and is manysided. Somehow 
:t is manysided and isn't 
and is. It cannot he touched 
by the mind or by language, but somehow, 
In spite of our thinking and talking, 
It is, and in spite of our thinking 
and talking, it isn't. Beyond 
all our thinking and talking, 
it isn't and is. This
is a map of our knowing. Own 
nothing. Like breath in your lungs,
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■ LEAN-TO ■

Tonja Gunvaldsen Klaassen

Nein; nein. nan. nein. Straight white tea towels on a line in the greying 
hemlocks. A deep public sink the water drums.

This morning: two moths Hosting in full wingspan, stomach turning glory 
in the milky dishwater.

The hemlock tower a hundred feet, two hundred feet, two hundred years 
old. Hopes in the branches looped and looped Ropes in the branches and 
towels on the ropes.

Taking forever to pack up. This brown over brown of choosing: an 
unwieldy dunno what to do.

East Wing

from the sth floor way down there: yellow: its fonythia. 
and Bobcats, hard hats, ears

a view of the city, a view of sky

a boy in stripes.
a baby asleep in the crook of an arm.

another boy looking our. pressing against the window

a boy looking out. pressing against the window again: clouds again

thinkingagain
lifting his brother again sockfoot out of mud and onto the hack step 

only looking for shoes

his brodter. a foot from the garden, falling 
out of thin arms, into

thermometers, pulse cutfs
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